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• England is still bad at enabling economic growth in big cities.
• English big city economies are far weaker than equivalents elsewhere in the EU.
• On average our capital, our small cities and rural economies do about as well as we’d expect.

• Cities are complex systems, so we need to understand them through continual experiments and 
measurements. Empiricism may eclipse theory.

• Experiments and measurements work best when done locally, but we are bad at this in the UK.
• Local government budget cuts mean that these experiments must be cheap, and then shared.

• Advances in cloud computing, more open data, and open projects & algorithms make this possible.
• New institutions that do this well will replace old ones that fail to adapt.
• New institutions and the new ways of working that enable them will save evidence-based policy.

Today I will talk about two examples,

• Tracking every bus in Birmingham to show that poor public transport means it isn’t a big city.
(big data, 100m rows, open algorithms, open source software, open data in and out).

• Using “machine learning” to classify 500k events, 200m papers, and 4.3m UK companies to inform 
industrial strategy. Where is genuinely good at what?
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2019 boundary update















Next
(walking, rail, GTFS timetables, and isochrones)



Like TfL’s maps for Crossrail
(but for bus lanes)



UK Government insists it funds the best value schemes
(but doesn’t even collate the data)





Summary (Buses)

• We have tracked every bus in The West Midlands for the last 18 months.

• This now costs just £40/month.

• Our tool can analyse individual routes.
(we are testing the impact of bus lanes).

• Our tool can analyse the whole network.
(this is where the productivity gains are, through increasing the size of the city).

• Our tool can model changes to the network.

• Policy impact has been excellent at local government level (but this has no money).

• Policy impact has been small at national government level (where evidence is less valued).

• This is only possible because of open-licensed data about bus locations.
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We classify

• Events (500k)
• Companies (4.2m)
• Papers and Patents (200m)

Using big computers.



How companies are classified







SIC Code 71121 Engineering design activities for industrial process and production

An example company for IoT



An example company for IoT
and manufacturing

SIC Code 62020 Information technology consultancy activities



An example company for IoT
and cybersecurity

SIC Code 62020 Information technology consultancy activities



1. Look at companies in any sector

2. See how cities compare

3. See what SIC codes these companies have.



Events about IoT



Events about cybersecurity



Events about clean growth











Summary (The Data City)

• We have collected and classified 500 thousand events over the past 18 months.

• We have collected and classified 200 million scientific papers and patents.

• We have found web presences for 1.2 million of the UK’s 4.3 million companies, downloaded 
over 8 million web pages, and classified them into 20 non-traditional industry sectors.

• Private companies considering relocation are significant customers (but I can’t tell you who).

• Local industrial strategies are work that we can talk about. It is hard when the data does not 
agree with a city’s claimed strengths, but generally an excellent experience.

• Economists are not as good as they think at working with uncertainty.

• We have tested internationalisation in The Netherlands and France. Everything works, 
except events.

• This is only possible because of open-licensed data on companies.


